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IF THE GROUND COULD TALK RETIRED UM PROFESSOR HELPS CRACK CASES W ITH FORENSIC GEOLOGY
MISSOULA—
After 37 years of teaching at The University of Montana-Missoula, geology Professor Jack
Wehrenberg believes he has earned a well-deserved rest. But criminal investigators keep dragging
him out of retirement.
Wehrenberg, 70, is in demand as a forensic geologist. He uses his knowledge of minerals,
soils and the earth to help law enforcement officials with criminal investigations. A pioneer in
forensic geology, Wehrenberg has directly assisted with more than 100 investigations since the early
1970s and consulted on many more.
“Forensic geologists are very uncommon,” he said. “Ten or 15 years ago there were only
about a dozen of us in the U.S. Now there may be as many as 100, which still isn’t a lot.”
Wehrenberg said cases involving him have ranged from helping catch con artists selling
fool’s gold as the real thing to spending countless hours in a laboratory tracing soil samples found in
a suspect’s apartment to a murder scene.
Wehrenberg grew up collecting rocks in Springfield, 111. He joined the UM geology
department as a mineralogist and petrologist in 1955. During his early years at UM, he was one of
the first to use a radioactive age-dating system to discover the ages of various Montana geologic
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sites. He also mapped the northern Bitterroot Range.
“I had to walk out most of it,” he said. “To make the map I was within 200 yards of every
part of the northern Bitterroot. I had use of a Jeep, but there were few roads and very few places
you could go with a Jeep in those days.”
Wehrenberg first dabbled in forensic geology in the early 1970s when Northern Pacific
Railroad asked him for help. It seems someone had thrown rocks through the windows of new cars
being transported via rail between Spokane, Wash., and Missoula. Railroad officials asked
Wehrenberg to identify where the rocks came from, hoping this would help them track the vandal.
From his experience as a geologist, Wehrenberg knew the rocks came from an area between
Spokane and Sandpoint, Idaho. Upon investigation he learned they came from the Spokane train
yard. Railroad officials were able to narrow their search, and they soon learned the windows had
been broken by a disgruntled Northern Pacific employee.
As funding for his university research projects began drying up, Wehrenberg found himself
drawn more and more into the world of forensic geology, and he began forging quite a reputation
for himself. In addition, even though he worked many hours on some cases, he helped investigators
as a public service. He didn’t start charging a modest fee for his work until after retiring from UM
in 1992.
Wehrenberg enjoys the fact that two cases are seldom alike in forensic geology.
“It seems like there is always a new problem to be solved,” he said. “But it can also be
grind-it-out, boring work, or smelly -- like when a sample is taken off a decomposing body.”
One of the more interesting cases he was involved with came out of Great Falls in 1983. A
soldier from Malmstrom Air Force Base was accused of killing his girlfriend by slashing her throat
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with a broken bottle and then dumping her in a car over a Missouri River embankment.
Investigators found a small amount of soil on the suspect’s shoe, and Wehrenberg was given
the task of trying to match 50 milligrams of sample - an amount that would fit onto the head of a
small screw - to the soil at the murder scene.
He said that sample turned out to be quite interesting. In it he found a fine silty material,
three types of beer bottle glass, and ash from a refinery smokestack in Great Falls.
Wehrenberg spent about 70 hours on this case -- much of the time sifting through the sample
in a laboratory and cataloging what he found. He said it was especially stressful for him as a UM
professor, since he worked on the case during final exams.
However, he learned that the murder scene was a party spot for teens in Great Falls, and he
believes that’s where the beer glass in the sample came from. He said the silty material probably
resulted when the suspect stepped into a mud puddle.
But he said the ash was the clincher for placing the sample at the murder scene.
“I and a detective sampled soils all around the Great Falls region, and I learned that the
murder scene was a unique place for that level and kinds of ash with that mixture of glass,” he said.
“I concluded that sample placed the suspect at the site.”
Wehrenberg has testified at four murder trials over the years, and he gets great satisfaction
when his work helps land criminals behind bars. Ten years ago, for example, a Sioux Falls, S.D.,
man, recently paroled from prison, assaulted and then killed a young girl, burying her under a pile
of recycled asphalt in an industrial park. Wehrenberg was able to prove that traces of material found
on the floor and in the sink of the suspect’s home were the same distinctive recycled material.
“It made me happy to help send this guy back to prison,” he said.
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Since retiring from UM, Wehrenberg has done most of his forensic geology work with the
Montana Department of Justice Crime Lab in Missoula. When analyzing a sample, he will separate
material into different size ranges with sifting screens. He will clean a sample —of excrement,
petroleum or whatever - before examining it under a microscope. He also has used X-ray diffraction
and infrared spectrometry to analyze material.
Wehrenberg eventually devised a set of mineral standards - grains of carefully analyzed and
purified samples - that is still widely used as examples by forensic specialists around the nation. He
also spent 1984 to 1985 working for the FBI research unit in Quantico, Va. -- the same facility
featured in the movie “Silence of the Lambs.”
These days, Wehrenberg lives quietly at home with his wife, Kathy, and their daughter,
Rachel. Though he wouldn’t mind settling into retirement, calls from investigators seeking his
forensic sage advise keep coming in.
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